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For many years now, the voices that are the loudest
in our present world and growing ever louder, are
coming from men and women who have lost any
kind of relationship with God. They have become
blind to the presence of God within them and
around them. And sadly, because of their selfish
state of mind, they have lost the ability to care for,
protect, or show any love for their fellow man.
What they do have is love of self, their inflated
ego, and what THEY believe to be true. They then
proceed to force their beliefs upon masses of
people whether they believe them or even want
them.
Individuals such as these men and women, along
with the news media and the world of
entertainment, have contributed and continue to
contribute to the building of a destructive negative
energy force that is affecting individuals, families
and the world community. This negative energy is a huge thought-form surrounding not only America,
but our entire world. Consequently, mental illness, depression, addictions of every kind, suicides, as well
as sex-trafficking, mob-violence, murders, rumors of war, etc., continue to rise. Thousands, perhaps
millions of people around the globe are living in fear, driven by the pandemic. This darkness surrounding
our planet attracts lower spirits to be drawn to the earth plane to like-minded humans, multiplying the
negativity of their dark thoughts and actions, and creating ever increasing suffering and pain for humanity
on a scale never experienced before in the history of mankind.
Dear brothers and sisters! God, Our Beloved Heavenly Father, needs the pure in heart to save the world.
He needs those whose thoughts and actions are selfless. Those whose love is unconditional. Whose love
is not just for their own country, but for the world. It is not for us to judge and criticize, or to condemn
others we feel are in the wrong, for this, in turn, harms our own being. We do not know what experiences
they may have had to harden their hearts and blind their eyes to God's Love and Light. Instead, it is God's
desire that we pray for them. That we pray for their awakening. It is God's desire that we send love to
them for their healing!
Prayer has the power to connect, drawing together like a magnet the thoughts of many into a powerful
energy that can change the direction of negative forces and turn darkness into light. With this dawning,
one begins to see the truth of God and feel the warmth of God's love. This is the awakening that is so
greatly needed. Each prayer and deed done for God, lifts the vibration of our entire world. This is a
Universal Law.
I ask, as I was inspired to do, that we pray, since The World Needs Prayer Like Never Before. Ask
everyone you meet to pray whenever, wherever. So many people feel helpless at this time - not knowing
what to do or how to help. In this effort, they can help not only those they pray for but themselves as well.
Ask everyone that crosses your path to please pray for our world, however they choose to pray. If they
don't know what to say, or how to pray, suggest they say "The Lord's Prayer" since in this prayer we ask
that "Thy Kingdom Come, Thy Will Be Done". Or teach them your favorite prayer. Ask your neighbors,
ask others to come to your home and pray with you. Ask to say a few words at your local church or
community center about the need for prayer. And inspire them to ask others to pray as well. Spread the
word however you can, wherever you can. Such a powerful effort can spread around the world, gaining
spiritual strength as it travels. At present, there is more negative energy in the world than positive.
Therefore, more hate than love. We can change this through the power of prayer. Heartfelt prayer can and
will change the present decline we all are feeling and experiencing.
As we send forth prayer wrapped in love, this energy will one day save this precious world God placed in
our care.
With respect and love for each one of you,
Sandra Schuhart

